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Practical Activities to Help Your Child Succeed
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FINANCIAL

Just hang your Recipes poster on
the refrigerator and sneak in an
activity when you have a few
minutes. These fun activities will
help develop school success and
positive behavior. Check off each
box as you complete the “recipe.”
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Congratulations!
We finished

activities together on this poster.

Signed (parent or adult family member)

Signed (child)
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STORYTELLING
Suggest that your youngster make
a deck of storytelling cards. Using 16
index cards, she could write: four settings
(forest, city), four problems (lost dog,
upset friend), four characters (girl, fox),
and four objects (suitcase, pineapple).
Have her draw a card from each stack and
use them to tell
a story. Then,
it’s your turn.
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■ FLEXIBILITY
Your child will become a more flexible
thinker by discovering there are various ways to do something. See how
many methods he can come up with
to clap his hands (loudly, slowly) or to
climb into the car (shoulder first, backward).
■ SPORTSMANSHIP

Ask your youngster to make a
trading card that celebrates good
sportsmanship. She could draw
an athlete’s picture and list his “good sport”
accomplishments, such as respecting officials’ calls, cheering on teammates, and congratulating opposing teams on wins.

■ DETERMINATION
Setting “stretch” goals will help your youngster push himself. Say he sings one part of
a song by memory. He might
decide to memorize two more
lines each day. Let him perform
for you to show his progress.
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